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8.31 Identify the various leaders of the Constitutional Convention and analyze the major issues they debated, including: (C,E,H)

- distribution of power between the states and federal government
- Great Compromise
- Slavery and the 3/5 Compromise
- George Washington and James Madison

There were many leaders who were among the 55 delegates of the Constitutional Convention. Among these are George Washington, Alexander Hamilton, Benjamin Franklin and James Madison and are typically known as the founding fathers of our country. Most of the delegates were young and well educated. James Madison took careful notes throughout the Convention and George Washington was elected the president of the Convention.

One of the issues the delegates faced was balancing the central government with the state government. Under the Articles of Confederation the states had a loose alliance without a strong central government. The delegates created federalism which is shared power between the central government and state government. Each state would follow federal laws. States could control laws not specifically controlled by the federal government.
The Constitutional Convention and the Great Compromise

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjuOHR3R164

Constitution Through Compromise

(Pictured Above: Roger Sherman was the only man to sign all 4 of the important Revolutionary documents: The Association of 1774, the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, and the Constitution.)
The Constitutional Convention - by Mr. Keith Hughes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXA4Ob3s-V0

and....

The Making of the American Constitution by Judy Walton

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uihNc_tdGbK
Research the Constitutional Convention through this link — http://teachingamericanhistory.org/convention/

"REPRESENTATION" remained the core issue for the Philadelphia Convention. What was the best way for authority to be delegated from the people and the states to a strengthened central government?

The Constitution and questions from www.ducksters.com

Mr. Nussbaum reviews the Constitutional Convention.

http://mrnussbaum.com/history-2-2/conc /
After still more deeply divided argument, a proposal put forward by delegates from Connecticut (a small population state), struck a compromise that narrowly got approved. They suggested that representatives in each house of the proposed bicameral legislature be selected through different means. The UPPER HOUSE (or SENATE) would reflect the importance of state sovereignty by including two people from each state regardless of size. Meanwhile, the LOWER HOUSE (the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES) would have different numbers of representatives from each state determined by population. Representation would be adjusted every ten years through a federal census that counted every person in the country.

By coming up with a mixed solution that balanced state sovereignty and popular sovereignty tied to actual population, the Constitution was forged through what is known as the CONNECTICUT COMPROMISE. In many respects this compromise reflected a victory for small states, but compared with their dominance in the Congress under the Articles of Confederation it is clear that negotiation produced something that both small and large states wanted.

Other major issues still needed to be resolved, however, and, once again, compromise was required on all sides. One of the major issues concerned elections themselves. Who would be allowed to vote? The different state constitutions had created different rules about how much property was required for white men to vote. The delegates needed to figure out a solution that could satisfy people with many different ideas about who could have the franchise (that is, who could be a voter).
For the popular lower house, any white man who paid taxes could vote. Thus, even those without property, could vote for who would represent them in the House of Representatives. This expanded the franchise in some states. To balance this opening, the two Senators in the upper house of the national government would be elected by the STATE LEGISLATURES. Finally, the PRESIDENT (that is, the executive branch) would be elected at the state level through an ELECTORAL COLLEGE whose numbers reflected representation in the legislature.

To modern eyes, the most stunning and disturbing constitutional compromise by the delegates was over the issue of slavery. Some delegates considered slavery an evil institution and GEORGE MASON of Virginia even suggested that the trans-Atlantic slave trade be made illegal by the new national rules. Delegates from South Carolina and Georgia where slavery was expanding rapidly in the late-18th century angrily opposed this limitation. If any limitations to slavery were proposed in the national framework, then they would leave the convention and oppose its proposed new plan for a stronger central government. Their fierce opposition allowed no room for compromise and as a result the issue of slavery was treated as a narrowly political, rather than a moral, question.

The delegates agreed that a strengthened union of the states was more important than the Revolutionary ideal of equality. This was a pragmatic, as well as a tragic, constitutional compromise, since it may have been possible (as suggested by George Mason’s comments) for the slave state of Virginia to accept some limitations on slavery at this point.

Slavery and the 3/5 Compromise

http://historyiscentral.org/HSI/case4C/Three%20Fifths%20Placard.pdf

The Three-Fifths Compromise
The Three-Fifths Compromise settled the disagreements between the northern and southern states regarding the slave population. Because the south had more slaves, they wanted every slave to be counted in the entire population. The northern states did not like that because the southern states would have more representation in the House of Representatives.

The Three-Fifths Compromise was a way to compromise between the northern and southern states. It stated that three out of every five slaves would be counted in the state’s population. If a state had 200 slaves, then 120 slaves would be counted in overall population.
The proposed constitution actually strengthened the power of slave states in several important respects. Through the "FUGITIVE CLAUSE," for example, governments of free states were required to help recapture runaway slaves who had escaped their masters’ states. Equally disturbing was the "THREE-FIFTHS FORMULA" established for determining representation in the lower house of the legislature. Slave states wanted to have additional political power based on the number of human beings that they held as slaves. Delegates from free states wouldn’t allow such a blatant manipulation of political principles, but the inhumane compromise that resulted meant counting enslaved persons as three-fifths of a free person for the sake of calculating the number of people a state could elect to the House of Representatives.

After hot summer months of difficult debate in Philadelphia from May to September 1787, the delegates had fashioned new rules for a stronger central government that extended national power well beyond the scope of the Articles of Confederation. The Constitution created a national legislature that could pass the supreme law of the land, could raise taxes, and with greater control over commerce. The proposed rules also would restrict state actions, especially in regard to passing PRO-DEBTOR LAWS. At the end of the long process of creating the new plan, thirty-eight of the remaining forty-one delegates showed their support by signing the proposed Constitution. This small group of national superstars had created a major new framework through hard work and compromise.

Now another challenge lay ahead. Could they convince the people in the states that this new plan was worth accepting?

James Madison
http://www.biography.com/people/james-madison-9394965#!

Additional Resources:

George Washington - Leader of the Constitutional Convention - Mini Biography
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvE9fb-Dig

Delegates to the Constitutional Convention
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvE9fb-Dig

Moments in American History - George Washington Constitutional Convention
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEbLMYo9z90

resourcesforhistoryteachers
https://resourcesforhistoryteachers.wikispaces.com/5.22 - Distribution of Power Between the Federal and State Governments
http://www.cyberlearning-world.com/nhhs/amrev/begin.htm - The Great Compromise
http://www.socialstudieswithasmile.com/Threefifthscompromise.html - The 3/5ths Compromise
http://teachingamericanhistory.org/convention/delegates/ - Individual Biographies of Members of the Constitutional Convention
http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/conlaw/convention1787.html - Constitutional Conflicts